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CONSTITUENT GROUPS OF CLIFFORD SEMIGROUPS
ARISING FROM t-CLOSURE
S. KABBAJ AND A. MIMOUNI
to Alain Bouvier on the occasion of his sixty-fifth birthday
Abstract. The t-class semigroup of an integral domain R, denoted St(R), is
the semigroup of fractional t-ideals modulo its subsemigroup of nonzero prin-
cipal ideals with the operation induced by ideal t-multiplication. We recently
proved that if R is a Krull-type domain (in the sense of Griffin), then St(R) is
a Clifford semigroup. This paper aims to describe the idempotents of St(R)
and the structure of their associated groups. We extend and recover well-
known results on class semigroups of valuation domains and Pru¨fer domains
of finite character.
1. Introduction
The t-operation in integral domains is considered as one of the keystones of
multiplicative ideal theory. It originated in Jaffard’s 1960 book “Les Syste`mes
d’Ide´aux” [22] and was investigated by many authors in the 1980’s. From the
t-operation stemmed the notion of class group of an arbitrary domain, extending
both notions of divisor class group (in Krull domains) and Picard group (in Pru¨fer
domains). Class groups were first introduced and developed by Bouvier [9] and
Bouvier & Zafrullah [10], and have been, since then, extensively studied in the
literature. In the 1990’s, the attention of some authors moved from the class
group to the class semigroup, first considering orders in number fields [29] and
valuation domains [8], and then more general contexts [4, 5, 6, 7, 23]. The basic
idea is to look at those domains that have Clifford class semigroup.
Let R be an integral domain with quotient field K. For a nonzero fractional
ideal I of R, let I−1 := (R : I) = {x ∈ K | xI ⊆ R}. The v- and t-closures of I are
defined, respectively, by Iv := (I
−1)−1 and It := ∪Jv where J ranges over the set
of finitely generated subideals of I. The ideal I is said to be a v-ideal if Iv = I, and
a t-ideal if It = I. Under the ideal t-multiplication (I, J) 7→ (IJ)t, the set Ft(R)
of fractional t -ideals of R is a semigroup with unit R. An invertible element for
this operation is called a t-invertible t-ideal of R. So the set Invt(R) of t-invertible
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fractional t-ideals of R is a group with unit R (Cf. [14]). Let F (R), Inv(R), and
P (R) denote the sets of nonzero, invertible, and nonzero principal fractional ideals
of R, respectively. Under this notation, the Picard group [1, 3, 15], class group
[9, 10], t-class semigroup [24], and class semigroup [8, 23, 29] of R are defined as
follows:
Pic(R) :=
Inv(R)
P (R)
⊆ Cl(R) :=
Invt(R)
P (R)
⊆ St(R) :=
Ft(R)
P (R)
⊆ S(R) :=
F (R)
P (R)
.
A commutative semigroup S is said to be Clifford if every element x of S is (von
Neumann) regular, i.e., there exists a ∈ S such that x2a = x. The importance of a
Clifford semigroup S resides in its ability to stand as a disjoint union of subgroups
Ge, where e ranges over the set of idempotents of S, and Ge is the largest subgroup
of S with identity equal to e; namely, Ge = {ae | abe = e for some b ∈ S} (Cf.
[20]). Often, the Ge’s are called the constituent groups of S.
A domain R is called a PVMD (Pru¨fe v-multiplication domain) if RM is a
valuation domain for each t-maximal idealM of R. Ideal t-multiplication converts
ring notions such as PID, Dedekind, Bezout, and Pru¨fer, respectively to UFD,
Krull, GCD, and PVMD. Recall at this point that the PVMDs of finite t-character
(i.e., each proper t-ideal is contained in only finitely many t-maximal ideals) are
exactly the Krull-type domains introduced by Griffin in 1967-68 [16, 17].
Divisibility properties of R are often reflected in semigroup-theoretic properties
of S(R) and St(R). Obviously, Dedekind (resp., Krull) domains have Clifford class
(resp., t-class) semigroup. In 1994, Zanardo and Zannier proved that all orders
in quadratic fields have Clifford class semigroup [29]. They also showed that the
ring of all entire functions in the complex plane (which is Bezout) fails to have
this property. In 1996, Bazzoni and Salce proved that any arbitrary valuation
domain has Clifford semigroup [8]. In [4, 5, 6], Bazzoni examined the case of
Pru¨fer domains of finite character, showing that these, too, have Clifford class
semigroup. In 2001, she completely resolved the problem for the class of integrally
closed domains by stating that “an integrally closed domain has Clifford class
semigroup if and only if it is a Pru¨fer domain of finite character” [7, Theorem
4.5]. Recently, we extended this result to the class of PVMDs of finite character;
namely, “a PVMD has Clifford t-class semigroup if and only if it is a Krull-type
domain” [24, Theorem 3.2].
This paper extends Bazzoni and Salce’s study of groups in the class semigroup
of a valuation domain [8] or a Pru¨fer domain of finite character [5, 6] to a larger
class of integral domains. Precisely, we describe the idempotents of St(R) and
the structure of their associated groups when R is a Krull-type domain. Indeed,
we prove that there are two types of idempotents in St(R): those represented by
certain fractional overrings of R and those represented by finite intersections of
t-maximal ideals of certain fractional overrings of R. Further, we show that the
group associated with an idempotent of the first type equals the class group of the
fractional overring, and characterize the elements of the group associated with an
idempotent of the second type in terms of their localizations at t-prime ideals. Our
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findings recover Bazzoni’s results on the constituents groups of the class semigroup
of a Pru¨fer domain of finite character.
All rings considered in this paper are integral domains. For the convenience of
the reader, Figure 1 displays a diagram of implications summarizing the relations
between the main classes of integral domains involved in this work. It also places
the Clifford property in a ring-theoretic perspective.
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Figure 1. A ring-theoretic perspective for Clifford property
2. Main Result
An overring T of a domain R is t-linked over R if I−1 = R ⇒ (T : IT ) = T ,
for each finitely generated ideal I of R [2, 27]. In Pru¨fer domains, the t-linked
property collapses merely to the notion of overring (since every finitely generated
proper ideal is invertible and then different from R). This concept plays however
a crucial role in any attempt to extend classical results on Pru¨fer domains to
PVMDs (via t-closure). Recall also that an overring T of R is fractional if T is a
fractional ideal of R; in this case, any (fractional) ideal of T is a fractional ideal of
R. Of significant importance too for the study of t-class semigroups is the notion
of t-idempotence; namely, a t-ideal I of a domain R is t-idempotent if (I2)t = I.
The following discussion, connected with the t-ideal structure of a PVMD, will
be of use in the sequel without explicit mention. Let R be a PVMD. Note that
prime ideals of R contained in a t-maximal ideal are necessarily t-ideals and form a
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chain [25]. Also, recall that t-linked overrings of R are exactly the subintersections
of R; precisely, T is a t-linked overring of R if and only if T =
⋂
RP , where P
ranges over some set of t-prime ideals of R [11, 26]. Further, for any t-ideal I
of R, (I : I) is a subintersection of R and hence a fractional t-linked overring of
R. Indeed, let Maxt(R, I) := {M ∈ Maxt(R) | I ⊆ M} and Maxt(R, I) := {M ∈
Maxt(R) | I *M}, where Maxt(R) denotes the set of t-maximal ideals of R. Then
(I : I) = (
⋂
αRMα)∩(
⋂
β RNβ ), whereMα ranges over Maxt(R, I) and Nβ denotes
the set of zerodivisors of RMβ modulo IRMβ where Mβ ranges over Maxt(R, I).
Consequently, (I : I) is a PVMD [25]. Finally, given M1 and M2 two t-maximal
ideals of R, we will denote by M1 ∧M2 the largest prime ideal of R contained in
M1 ∩M2.
Throughout, we shall use I to denote the isomorphy class of an ideal I of R in
St(R), qf(R) to denote the quotient field of R. Recall that the class group of an
integral domain R, denoted Cl(R), is the group of fractional t-invertible t-ideals
modulo its subgroup of nonzero principal fractional ideals. Also we shall use v1
and t1 to denote the v- and t-operations with respect to an overring T of R. By
[24, Theorem 3.2], if R is a Krull-type domain, then St(R) is Clifford and hence a
disjoint union of subgroupsGJ , where J ranges over the set of idempotents of St(R)
and GJ is the largest subgroup of St(R) with unit J . Notice for convenience that
in valuation and Pru¨fer domains the t- and trivial operations (and hence the t-class
and class semigroups) coincide. At this point, it is worthwhile recalling Bazzoni-
Salce result that valuation domains have Clifford class semigroup [8]. Next we
announce the main result of this paper.
Theorem 2.1. Let R be a Krull-type domain and I a t-ideal of R. Set T := (I : I)
and Γ(I) := {finite intersections of t-idempotent t-maximal ideals of T }. Then:
I is an idempotent of St(R) if and only if there exists a unique J ∈ {T } ∪ Γ(I)
such that I = J . Moreover,
(1) if J = T , then GJ
∼= Cl(T );
(2) if J =
⋂
1≤i≤r Qi ∈ Γ(I), then the following sequence of natural group homo-
morphisms is exact
0 −→ Cl(T )
φ
−→ GJ
ψ
−→
∏
1≤i≤r
GQiTQi
−→ 0
where GQiTQi
denotes the constituent group of the Clifford semigroup S(TQi) as-
sociated with QiTQi .
The proof of the theorem involves several preliminary lemmas, some of which
are of independent interest. We often will be appealing to some of them without
explicit mention.
Lemma 2.2. [24, Lemma 2.1] Let I be a t-ideal of a domain R. Then I is regular
in St(R) if and only if I = (I
2(I : I2))t. 
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Lemma 2.3. Let R be a PVMD, T a t-linked overring of R, and Q a t-prime
ideal of T . Then P = Q∩R is a t-prime ideal of R with RP = TQ. If, in addition,
Q is supposed to be t-idempotent in T , then so is P in R.
Proof. Since R is a PVMD, by [27, Proposition 2.10], T is t-flat over R. Hence
RP = TQ. Moreover, since T is t-linked over R, then Pt ( R [13, Proposition 2.1].
Hence P is a t-prime ideal of R [25, Corollary 2.47]. Next assume that (Q2)t1 = Q.
Then P 2RP = Q
2TQ = (Q
2)t1TQ = QTQ = PRP by [24, Lemma 3.3]. Now, let
M be an arbitrary t-maximal ideal of R. We claim that P 2RM = PRM . Indeed,
without loss of generality we may assume P ( M . So RM ⊆ RP and hence
PRM ⊆ PRP . If PRM ( PRP and x ∈ PRP \ PRM , necessarily PRM ⊂ xRM
since RM is a valuation domain. Hence, by [21, Theorem 3.8 and Corollary 3.6],
x−1 ∈ (RM : PRM ) = (PRM : PRM ) = (RM )PRM = RP , absurd. Therefore
PRM = PRP . It follows that P
2RM = P
2RP = PRP = PRM . By [25, Theorem
2.9], (P 2)t = P , as desired. 
Lemma 2.4. Let R be a PVMD and T a t-linked overring of R. Let J be a
common (fractional) ideal of R and T . Then the following assertions hold:
(1) Jt1 = Jt.
(2) J is a t-idempotent t-ideal of R if and only if J is a t-idempotent t-ideal of T .
Proof. (1) Let x ∈ Jt1 . Then there exists a finitely generated idealB :=
∑
1≤i≤n aiT
of T such that B ⊆ J and x(T : B) ⊆ T . Clearly, A :=
∑
1≤i≤n aiR is a finitely
generated ideal of R with AT = B. Therefore (R : A) ⊆ (T : B) and hence
xA(R : A) ⊆ xB(T : B) ⊆ B ⊆ J . Moreover A is t-invertible in R since R
is a PVMD. It follows that xR = x(A(R : A))t = (xA(R : A))t ⊆ Jt. Hence
Jt1 ⊆ Jt. Conversely, let x ∈ Jt. Then there exists a finitely generated subideal
A of J such that x(R : A) ⊆ R. Let N ∈ Maxt(T ) with M := N ∩ R. So
x(ATN )
−1 = x(ARM )
−1 = xA−1RM ⊆ RM = TN . Therefore x lies in the v-
closure of ATN in the valuation domain TN . Further ATN is principal (since it
is finitely generated), hence a v-ideal. So that x ∈ ATN ⊆ JTN . Consequently,
x ∈
⋂
N∈Maxt(T )
JTN = Jt1 , as desired.
(2) Straightforward via (1).
Lemma 2.5. Let R be a PVMD, I a t-ideal of R, and T := (I : I). Let J :=⋂
1≤i≤r Qi, where each Qi is a t-maximal ideal of T . Then J is a fractional t-
idempotent t-ideal of R.
Proof. Clearly, J is a t-ideal of T and hence a fractional t-ideal of R by Lemma 2.4,
with J = (
∏
1≤i≤r Qi)t1 = (
∏
1≤i≤r Qi)t. Further, J
2 is a common ideal of R and
T , so that (J2)t = (J
2)t1 = (
∏
1≤i≤r Q
2
i )t1 = (
∏
1≤i≤r(Q
2
i )t1)t1 = (
∏
1≤i≤r Qi)t1 =
J , as desired. 
Lemma 2.6. Let R be a PVMD, I a t-idempotent t-ideal of R, andM a t-maximal
ideal of R containing I. Then IRM is an idempotent (prime) ideal of RM .
Proof. Let x ∈ IRM . Then xµ ∈ I = (I
2)t for some µ ∈ R \M . So there exists a
finitely generated ideal B of R such that B ⊆ I2 and xµ(R : B) ⊆ R. Therefore
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x(RM : BRM ) = x(R : B)RM = xµ(R : B)RM ⊆ RM . Hence x lies in the
v-closure of BRM . Similar arguments as in the proof of Lemma 2.4(2) yields that
BRM is a v-ideal and hence x ∈ BRM ⊆ I
2RM . Therefore IRM is an idempotent
ideal which is necessarily prime since RM is a valuation domain. 
Lemma 2.7. Let R be a Krull-type domain, L a t-ideal of R, and J an idempotent
of St(R). Then L ∈ GJ if and only if (L : L) = (J : J) and (JL(L : L
2))t =
(L(L : L2))t = (L(J : L))t = J .
Proof. Suppose L ∈ GJ . Then J = (LK)t for some fractional ideal K of R and
xL = (LJ)t for some 0 6= x ∈ qf(R). Moreover, ((LJ)tJ)t = (L(J
2)t)t = (LJ)t =
xL and also ((LJ)tJ)t = x(LJ)t. So L = (LJ)t. We have (L : L) ⊆ (LK : LK) ⊆
((LK)t : (LK)t) = (J : J) and (J : J) ⊆ (LJ : LJ) ⊆ ((LJ)t : (LJ)t) = (L : L),
so that (L : L) = (J : J). Further, (JL(L : L2))t = (L(L : L
2))t = (L((J : J) :
L))t = (L(J : JL))t = (L(J : (JL)t))t = (L(J : L))t. Clearly, (L(J : L))t ⊆ J .
Also LK ⊆ (LK)t = J . Then K ⊆ (J : L), hence J = (LK)t ⊆ (L(J : L))t.
Conversely, take K := J(L : L2) and notice that J = (JL(L : L2))t ⊆ (JL)t ⊆ J ,
that is, J = (JL)t, completing the proof of the lemma. 
Lemma 2.8. Let R be a PVMD and I a t-ideal of R. Then
(1) I is a t-ideal of (I : I).
(2) If R is Clifford t-regular, then so is (I : I).
Proof. (1) (I : I) is a t-linked overring of R and then apply Lemma 2.4(1).
(2) Let J be a t-ideal of T := (I : I). By Lemma 2.4(1), J is a t-ideal of R. Next,
assume that R is Clifford t-regular. By [24, Lemma 3.3], (J2(J : J2))t1TN =
(J2(J : J2))TN = (J
2(J : J2))RM = (J
2(J : J2))tRM = JRM = JTN . Hence
(J2(J : J2))t1 = J and therefore T is Clifford t-regular. 
Proof of Main Theorem. On account of Lemma 2.5, we need only prove the
“only if” assertion.
Uniqueness: Suppose there exist J, F ∈ {T } ∪ Γ(I) such that J = F . Then
there is 0 6= q ∈ qf(R) such that qJ = F = (F 2)t = (q
2J2)t = q
2(J2)t = q
2J . So
J = qJ = F .
Existence: Let J := (I(T : I))t1 = (I(T : I))t, a t-ideal of T and a fractional
t-ideal of R (by Lemma 2.4). Since (I2)t = qI for some 0 6= q ∈ qf(R), then
(I : I2) = (I : (I2)t) = (I : qI) = q
−1(I : I) = q−1T . Hence J = (I(T : I))t =
(I(I : I2))t = (q
−1I)t = q
−1I. Therefore J = I. Now R is Clifford t-regular, then
I = (I2(I : I2))t = (IJ)t. So (I : I) ⊆ (J : J) ⊆ ((IJ)t : (IJ)t) = (I : I), whence
(J : J) = T . Moreover, (T : J) = ((I : I) : J) = (I : IJ) = (I : (IJ)t) = (I :
I) = T . It follows that (J : J2) = ((J : J) : J) = (T : J) = T . Consequently,
J = (J2(J : J2))t = (J
2)t and thus J is a fractional t-idempotent t-ideal of R,
and hence a t-idempotent t-ideal of T by Lemma 2.4.
Now assume that J 6= T . Then we shall prove that J ∈ Γ(I). By [24, Theorem 3.2]
and Lemma 2.8, T is a Krull-type domain. Then J is contained in a finite number
of t-maximal ideals of T , say, N1, . . . , Nr. By Lemma 2.6, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , r},
JTNi is an idempotent prime ideal of the valuation domain TNi. So JTNi = QiTNi
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for some prime ideal Qi ⊆ Ni of T ; moreover, Qi is minimal over J . Then
J =
⋂
N∈Maxt(T )
JTN = (
⋂
1≤i≤r QiTNi) ∩ (
⋂
N ′ JTN ′), where N
′ ranges over the
t-maximal ideals of T which do not contain J . The contraction to T of both sides
yields J =
⋂
1≤i≤r Qi. One may assume the Qi’s to be distinct. Since JTNi is
idempotent, QiTNi = Q
2
iTNi. We claim that Ni is the unique t-maximal ideal of T
containing Qi. Otherwise, if Qi ⊆ Nj for some j 6= i, then Qi and Qj are t-prime
ideals [25, Corollary 2.47] contained in the same t-maximal ideal Nj in the PVMD
T . So Qi and Qj are comparable under inclusion. By minimality, we get Qi = Qj,
absurd. It follows that Qi =
⋂
j QiTNj = QiTNi = Q
2
iTNi =
⋂
j Q
2
iTNj = (Q
2
i )t,
as desired. Finally, for each i ∈ {1, . . . r}, T ⊆ (T : Qi) ⊆ (T : J) = (J : J) = T .
Then (T : Qi) = (Qi : Qi) = T . By [24, Lemma 3.6], Qi is a t-maximal ideal of T ,
completing the proof of the first statement.
Next, we describe the constituents groups GJ of St(R). We write GJ instead of
GJ , since we can always choose J to be the unique fractional t-idempotent t-ideal
(of R) representing J . We shall use [L] to denote the elements of the class group
Cl(T ). Notice that for any two common t-ideals L,L′ ofR and T , we have [L] = [L′]
if and only if L = L′ if and only if L = xL′ for some 0 6= x ∈ qf(R) = qf(T ).
(1) Assume that J = T . Let [L] ∈ Cl(T ), where L is a t-invertible t-ideal
of T . Then T ⊆ (L : L) ⊆ ((L(T : L))t1 : (L(T : L))t1) = (T : T ) = T . Hence
(L : L) = T = (J : J). We obtain, via Lemma 2.4, (JL(L : L2))t = (JL(T : L))t =
(L(T : L))t = (L(T : L))t1 = T = J . Whence L ∈ GJ . Conversely, let L ∈ GJ
for some t-ideal L of R. By Lemma 2.7, (L : L) = (J : J) and (JL(L : L2))t = J .
By Lemma 2.8, L is a t-ideal of (L : L) = (J : J) = T . Moreover, via Lemma 2.4,
(L(T : L))t1 = (L(T : L))t = (L(L : L
2))t = (JL(L : L
2))t = J = T . Therefore L
is a t-invertible t-ideal of T and thus [L] ∈ Cl(T ). Consequently, GJ ∼= Cl(T ).
(2) Assume J =
⋂
1≤i≤r Qi, where the Qi’s are distinct t-idempotent t-maximal
ideals of T .
Claim 1. (T : J) = (J : J) = T .
Indeed, for each i, we have (Qi : Qi) = T and hence (T : Qi) = ((Qi : Qi) :
Qi) = (Qi : Q
2
i ) = (Qi : (Q
2
i )t) = (Qi : Qi) = T . Obviously,
⋂
1≤i≤r Qi is an
irredundant intersection, so (T : J) is a ring by [18, Proposition 3.13]. Further
since {Qi}1≤i≤r equals the set of minimal primes of J in the PVMD T , then, by
[18, Theorem 4.5], (T : J) = (
⋂
1≤i≤r TQi) ∩ (
⋂
N ′ TN ′), where N
′ ranges over the
t-maximal ideals of T which do not contain J . Hence (T : J) = T , as claimed.
Claim 2. φ is well-defined and injective.
Let [L] ∈ Cl(T ) for some t-invertible t-ideal L of T , that is, (L(T : L))t =
(L(T : L))t1 = T . The homomorphism φ is given by φ([L]) = (LJ)t. We have
(J : J) ⊆ (LJ : LJ) ⊆ ((LJ)t : (LJ)t). Conversely, let x ∈ ((LJ)t : (LJ)t). Then
x(LJ)t ⊆ (LJ)t, hence x(LJ)t(T : L) ⊆ (LJ)t(T : L). So xJ = xJT = x(JT )t =
x(J(L(T : L))t)t = x(JL(T : L))t ⊆ (JL(T : L))t = (J(L(T : L))t)t = J .
Therefore x ∈ (J : J) and hence T = (J : J) = ((LJ)t : (LJ)t). Moreover,
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((LJ)t(T : (LJ)t))t = (JL(T : JL))t = (JL((T : J) : L))t = (JL(T : L))t =
(J(L(T : L))t)t = JT = J . By Lemma 2.7, (LJ)t ∈ GJ and thus φ is well-defined.
Now, let [A] and [B] in Cl(T ) with (AJ)t = (BJ)t. So there exists x 6= 0 ∈
qf(R) = qf(T ) such that (AJ)t = x(BJ)t. Since A and B are t-invertible t-ideals
of T , then A and B are v-ideals of T . Further (T : A) = ((T : J) : A) = (T :
JA) = (T : (AJ)t) = (T : x(BJ)t) = x
−1(T : (BJ)t) = x
−1(T : JB) = x−1((T :
J) : B) = x−1(T : B). Hence A = Av1 = xBv1 = xB, whence [A] = [B], proving
that φ is injective.
Claim 3. Let Q be a t-idempotent t-maximal ideal of T and L a t-ideal of T such
that LTQ ∈ GQTQ . Then there exists a t-ideal A of T such that LTQ = ATQ, Q is
the unique t-maximal ideal of T containing A, and A ∈ GQ in St(T ).
We may assume LTQ 6= TQ, i.e., L ⊆ Q. By [24, Theorem 3.2] and Lemma 2.8,
T is a Krull-type domain. So let {Q,Q1, ..., Qs} be the set of all t-maximal ideals
of T containing L. Since {Q ∧ Qi}1≤i≤s is linearly ordered, we may assume that
Q ∧ Qi ⊆ P := Q ∧ Q1 for each i. Necessarily, PTQ $ QTQ. On the other hand,
Lemma 2.7 yields (LTQ : LTQ) = (QTQ : QTQ) and LTQ(QTQ : LTQ) = QTQ;
notice that in the valuation domain TQ, the t- and trivial operations coincide.
Therefore there exists x ∈ (QTQ : LTQ) such that xLTQ " PTQ. As TQ is
valuation, PTQ $ xLTQ ⊆ QTQ. Let A := xLTQ ∩ T . Clearly, P ⊆ A ⊆ Q and
ATQ = LTQ (since ATQ = xLTQ). Now assume there is N ∈ Maxt(T ) such that
A ⊆ N and N 6= Q. Since L ⊆ Q1, then L ⊆ P ⊆ A ⊆ N . Hence N = Qi for
some i ∈ {1, ..., s}, whence A ⊆ Q∧Qi ⊆ P . So A = P and PTQ = xLTQ, absurd.
Consequently, Q is the unique t-maximal ideal of T containing A. Finally, one can
assume A to be a t-ideal since A ⊆ At1 ⊆ Q and At1TQ = ATQ by [24, Lemma
3.3].
Next we show that A ∈ GQ via Lemma 2.7. Since ATQ ∈ GQTQ , then (ATQ :
ATQ) = (QTQ : QTQ) = TQ and ATQ(TQ : ATQ) = QTQ. Now, (A : A) ⊆ T since
A is an integral ideal of T . Conversely, we readily have (A : A) ⊆ (ATQ : ATQ) =
TQ and (A : A) ⊆ TN for each t-maximal ideal N 6= Q of T . So that (A : A) ⊆ T
and hence (A : A) = T . Let x ∈ (T : A). Then x ∈ (TQ : ATQ) = (QTQ : ATQ)
since ATQ(TQ : ATQ) = QTQ. Therefore xA ⊆ xATQ ⊆ QTQ and hence xA ⊆
QTQ ∩ T = Q, i.e., x ∈ (Q : A). It follows that (T : A) = (Q : A) and thus A(T :
A) = A(Q : A). Consequently, (A(T : A))t1 ⊆ Q. Now, by the first statement of
the theorem applied to T , there exists a unique t-idempotent t-ideal E of T such
that A ∈ GE with either E = S for some fractional t-linked overring S of T or
E =
⋂
1≤i≤sNi, where the Ni’s are distinct t-idempotent t-maximal ideals of S. If
E = S, then A ∈ GS implies that (A : A) = (S : S) = S and (A(S : A))t1 = S. So
T = (A : A) = S = (A(S : A))t1 ⊆ (A(T : A))t1 ⊆ Q, absurd. Hence, necessarily,
E =
⋂
1≤i≤sNi. It follows that T = (A : A) = (E : E) = S (by the first claim)
and (A(T : A))t1 = E. Therefore A ⊆ E ⊆ Ni for each i, hence E = Q, the unique
t-maximal ideal of T containing A. Thus, A ∈ GQ, proving the claim.
Claim 4. ψ is well-defined and surjective.
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Let L ∈ GJ for some t-ideal L of R. Notice that L is also a t-ideal of (L :
L) = (J : J) = T . The homomorphism ψ is given by ψ(L) = (LTQi)1≤i≤r. We
prove that ψ is well-defined via a combination of [24, Lemma 3.3], Lemma 2.4, and
Lemma 2.7. Indeed it suffices to show that (LTQi : LTQi) = (QiTQi : QiTQi) =
TQi and LTQi(TQi : LTQi) = QiTQi . Let i ∈ {1, ..., r} and x ∈ (LTQi : LTQi).
Then xLTQi ⊆ LTQi and hence xL(T : L)TQi ⊆ L(T : L)TQi . So that JTQi =
(L(T : L))tTQi = (L(T : L))t1TQi = (L(T : L))TQi . Further JTQi = QiTQi . It
follows that xQiTQi ⊆ QiTQi , as desired. On the other hand, we have QiTQi =
JTQi = (L(T : L))TQi ⊆ LTQi(TQi : LTQi) ⊆ TQi . The last containment is
necessarily strict. Otherwise LTQi = aTQi for some 0 6= a ∈ L. Therefore L =
(LJ)t implies aTQi = LTQi = (LJ)tTQi = (LJ)t1TQi = LJTQi = aQiTQi , absurd.
Consequently LTQi(TQi : LTQi) = QiTQi . So ψ is well-defined.
Next we show that ψ is surjective. Let (LiTQi)1≤i≤r ∈
∏
GQiTQi . By the
above claim, for each i, there exists a t-ideal Ai of T such that LiTQi = AiTQi ,
Ai ∈ GQi , and Qi is the unique t-maximal ideal of T containing Ai. Set A :=
(A1A2 . . . ArJ)t1 = (A1A2 . . . ArJ)t. Let j ∈ {1, . . . , r}. By [24, Lemma 3.3],
ATQj = (A1A2 . . . ArJ)TQj = AjQjTQj since JTQj = QjTQj and AiTQj = TQj for
each i 6= j. So ATQj = AjQjTQj = AjTQj QjTQj = AjTQj = LjTQj . Therefore
ψ(A) = (LiTQi)1≤i≤r.
Next we show that A ∈ GJ . First notice that Q1, . . . , Qr are the only t-maximal
ideals of T containing A. For, let Q be a t-maximal ideal of T such that A ⊆ Q.
Then either J ⊆ Q or Ai ⊆ Q for some i. In both cases, Q = Qj for some j,
as desired. Now A is an ideal of T , then (J : J) = T ⊆ (A : A). Conversely,
for each j, AjQjTQj = ajAjTQj , for some nonzero aj ∈ qf(T ), since AjTQj ∈
GQjTQj . So (A : A) ⊆ (ATQj : ATQj ) = (AjQjTQj : AjQjTQj ) = (ajAjTQj :
ajAjTQj ) = (AjTQj : AjTQj ) = TQj . Further, for each N ∈ Maxt(T,A), we
clearly have (A : A) ⊆ TN . It follows that (A : A) ⊆ T = (J : J) and hence
(A : A) = T = (J : J). Next we prove that (A(T : A))t = J . We have (Ai :
Ai) = T and (Ai(T : Ai))t = (Ai(T : Ai))t1 = Qi, for each i, since Ai ∈ GQi .
Let j ∈ {1, . . . , r} and set Fj :=
∏
i6=j Ai. Clearly A = (JFjAj)t. Now, since
A ⊆ Aj , then (A(T : Aj))t ⊆ (A(T : A))t. However (A(T : Aj))t = ((JFjAj)t(T :
Aj))t = (JFjAj(T : Aj))t = (JFj(Aj(T : Aj))t)t = (JFjQj)t. Hence (JFjQj)t ⊆
(A(T : A))t. So JQjTQj = JFjQjTQj = (JFjQj)tTQj ⊆ (A(T : A))tTQj since
FjTQj = TQj . Then JTQj = QjTQj = Q
2
jTQj = JQjTQj ⊆ (A(T : A))tTQj .
Since Maxt(T,A) = Maxt(T, J) and Maxt(T,A) = Maxt(T, J), it follows that
J ⊆ (A(T : A))t. Conversely, let j ∈ {1, ..., r}. By the proof of the third claim,
(T : Aj) = (Qj : Aj). Then (T : A) = (T : (JFjAj)t) = (T : JFjAj) = ((T :
Aj) : JFj) = ((Qj : Aj) : JFj) = (Qj : JFjAj) = (Qj : (JFjAj)t) = (Qj : A).
Hence (T : A) =
⋂
1≤j≤r(Qj : A) = ((
⋂
1≤j≤r Qj) : A) = (J : A) ⊆ (T : A). So
(T : A) = (J : A). Therefore (A(T : A))t = (A(J : A))t ⊆ J . Consequently,
J = (A(T : A))t and thus A ∈ GJ , as desired.
Claim 5. Im(φ) = Ker(ψ).
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Indeed, let [A] ∈ Cl(T ) for some t-invertible t-ideal A of T . Then there exists
a finitely generated ideal B of T such that A = Bv1 = Bt1 . Hence ψ(φ([A])) =
ψ((AJ)t) = ((AJ)tTQi)1≤i≤r. For each i, we have (AJ)tTQi = (AJ)t1TQi =
(BJ)t1TQi = BJTQi = BQiTQi = biQiTQi for some nonzero bi ∈ B. Then
(AJ)tTQi = QiTQi in GQiTQi . It follows that Im(φ) ⊆ Ker(ψ).
Conversely, let L ∈ GJ such that LTQi = QiTQi for each i ∈ {1, . . . r}, that
is, there exists ai 6= 0 ∈ qf(T ) such that aiQiTQi = LTQi ⊆ TQi . Then ai ∈
(TQi : QiTQi) = (QiTQi : Q
2
iTQi) = (QiTQi : QiTQi) = TQi for each i. Let B :=∑
1≤k≤r Tai and A := Bt1 . Clearly, A is a fractional t-invertible t-ideal of T , i.e.,
[A] ∈ Cl(T ). Further, for each i, (AJ)tTQi = (AJ)t1TQi = (BJ)t1TQi = BJTQi =
BQiTQi = akQiTQi for some ak (6= 0), hence (AJ)tTQi = LTQi. Therefore
φ([A]) = L. Hence Ker(ψ) ⊆ Im(φ), as desired.
Consequently, the sequence is exact, completing the proof of the theorem. 
A domain R is said to be strongly t-discrete if it has no t-idempotent t-prime
ideals, i.e., for every t-prime ideal P of R, (P 2)t ( P .
Corollary 2.9. Let R be a Krull-type domain which is strongly t-discrete. Then
St(R) ∼=
∨
T Cl(T ), where T ranges over the set of fractional t-linked overrings of
R.
Proof. Recall first the fact that every fractional t-linked overring T of R has the
form T = (I : I) for some t-ideal I of R such that I is an idempotent of St(R);
precisely, I := aT , for some 0 6= a ∈ (R : T ), with (I2)t = (I
2)t1 = a
2T = aI.
Now, Lemma 2.3 forces each T to be strongly t-discrete and then Theorem 2.1
leads to the conclusion. 
Since in a Pru¨fer domain the t-operation coincides with the trivial operation,
we recover Bazzoni’s results on Pru¨fer domains of finite character.
Corollary 2.10 ([5, Theorem 3.1] & [6, Theorem 3.5]). Let R be a Pru¨fer domain
of finite character. Then J is an idempotent of S(R) if and only if there exists a
unique nonzero idempotent fractional ideal L such that J = L and L satisfies one
of the following two conditions:
(1) L := D where D is a fractional overring of R, or
(2) L := P1.P2...PnD, where each Pi is a nonzero idempotent prime ideal of R,
and D is a fractional overring of R. Moreover, the following sequence is exact
0 −→ Cl(D) −→ GL −→
∏
1≤i≤r
GPiRPi −→ 0.
Proof. The result follows readily from Theorem 2.1 since T is flat over R and
every prime ideal Q of T is of the form Q = PT for some prime P of R, and Q is
idempotent if and only if so is P . 
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3. Examples
One can develop numerous illustrative examples via Theorem 2.1 and Corol-
lary 2.9. We’ll provide two families of such examples by means of polynomial rings
over valuation domains. For this purpose, we first state the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Let V be a nontrivial valuation domain, X an indeterminate over
V , and R := V [X ]. Then the following statements hold:
(1) R is a Krull-type domain which is not Pru¨fer.
(2) Every fractional t-linked overring of R has the form Vp[X ] for some nonzero
p ∈ Spec(V ).
(3) Every t-idempotent t-prime ideal of R has the form p[X ] for some idempotent
p ∈ Spec(V ).
Proof. (1) The notion of PVMD is stable under adjunction of indeterminates [19].
So R is a PVMD and has finite t-character by [24, Proposition 4.2], as desired.
Further, R is not Pru¨fer since nor is any polynomial ring over a nontrivial integral
domain.
(2) Let p 6= 0 ∈ Spec(V ), then Vp[X ] is a fractional t-linked overring of R. Indeed,
let S := V \ p and let J be a finitely generated ideal of R such that J−1 = R. We
have (Vp[X ] : JVp[X ]) = (S
−1(V [X ]) : S−1J) = S−1(R : J) = S−1R = Vp[X ].
Hence Vp[X ] is t-linked over R. Now suppose p is not maximal. Since V is
a conducive domain (since valuation), then (V : Vp) = p [12]. Hence (V [X ] :
Vp[X ]) = (V : Vp)[X ] = p[X ]. It follows that Vp[X ] is a fractional overring of
R. If p is maximal, then Vp[X ] = V [X ] = R is trivially a fractional overring
of R. Next let T be a fractional t-linked overring of R, 0 6= a ∈ (R : T ), and
I := aT . By Lemma 2.4, I is a common t-ideal of both R and T . Set A :=
I ∩ V . If A 6= 0, then A is a t-ideal of V and hence I = A[X ]; if A = (0), then
I = fB[X ] where f 6= 0 ∈ qf(V )[X ] and B is a t-ideal of V [28]. If I = A[X ],
then T = (I : I) = (A[X ] : A[X ]) = (A : A)[X ]; and if I = fB[X ], then
T = (I : I) = (fB[X ] : fB[X ]) = (B[X ] : B[X ]) = (B : B)[X ]. Moreover, (A : A)
and (B : B) are overrings (and hence localizations) of V . Therefore, in both cases,
T = Vp[X ] for some nonzero prime ideal p of V , as desired.
(3) Let p be an idempotent prime ideal of V . Then ((p[X ])2)t = (p
2[X ])t =
(p[X ])t = p[X ], recall here that the t-operation with respect to V is trivial. Next
let P be a t-idempotent t-prime ideal of R and p := P ∩ V . Assume that p = (0)
and set S := V \{0}. Then, by [24, Lemma 2.6], S−1P is an idempotent (nonzero)
ideal of the PID S−1R = qf(V )[X ], absurd. It follows that p 6= (0). Since V is
integrally closed, then P = p[X ] [28]. Moreover p[X ] = (p2[X ])t = p
2[X ], hence
p = p2, as desired. 
Example 3.2. Let n be an integer ≥ 1. Let V be an n-dimensional strongly discrete
valuation domain and let (0) ⊂ p1 ⊂ p2 ⊂ ... ⊂ pn denote the chain of its prime
ideals. Let R := V [X ], a Krull-type domain. A combination of Lemma 3.1 and
Corollary 2.9 yields St(R) ∼=
∨
1≤i≤n Cl(Vpi [X ]). Moreover Cl(Vpi [X ]) = Cl(Vpi) =
0, so that St(R) is a disjoint union of n groups all of them are trivial. Precisely,
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St(R) = {Vp1 [X ], Vp2 [X ], ..., Vpn [X ]} where, for each i, Vpi [X ] is identified with
Vpi [X ] (due to the uniqueness stated by Theorem 2.1). 
Example 3.3. Let V be a one-dimensional valuation domain with idempotent maxi-
mal idealM andX an indeterminate over V . Let R := V [X ], a Krull-type domain.
By Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 3.1, we obtain St(R) = Cl(R) ∨ GM [X]. Cl(R) =
Cl(V [X ]) = Cl(V ) = 0. So St(R) = {R} ∨ {I | I t-ideal of R with (II
−1)t =
M [X ]}. 
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